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Beyond Search
The Journey to Measuring and Predicting 
Consumer Behavior



Who is Brandwatch?



Source | Forrester Social Listening Platforms Wave (2020)

The Forrester WaveTM is copyrighted by Forrester Research, Inc. Forrester and Forrester Wave are trademarks of 
Forrester Research, Inc. The Forrester Wave is a graphical representation of Forrester’s call on a market and is 
plotted using a detailed spreadsheet with exposed scores, weightings, and comments. Forrester does not endorse 
any vendor, product, or service depicted in the Forrester Wave. Information is based on best available resources. 
Opinions reflect judgment at the time and are subject to change.

Brandwatch named a 
Leader in Forrester Wave™

Social Listening Platforms 2020

Read the full report HERE

https://www.brandwatch.com/de/p/forrester-2020-social-listening-wave/?utm_source=tradeshow&utm_medium=event&utm_campaign=succeet


Brandwatch Customers

Consumer Insights

Optimised ice cream ads 
when rainy, after social 
insight showed people 
bought more ice cream 

when it rains. 

Product Development

Discovered the most 
common complaint was 

missed deliveries, 
resolved by changing the 
packaging to fit through 

the letterbox.

Trend Spotting

Identify and analyze 
emerging trends first, and 
spot opportunities before 

competitors.

CPG 
Corp.

Telecom
Ltd.



Brandwatch 
Consumer 
Research
The world’s 
leading social 
listening platform. 
Helping you 
understand millions 
of conversations, 
every day.



The Analytical Journey



1. Data

We collect “voice of 
the consumer” data 
from a wide variety 
of sources

Analytical 
journey



Analytical 
journey
2. Search

Search the public 
web and collect all 
of the posts, 
comments and 
conversations 
relevant to you.



Analytical 
journey
3. Segment

Automatically 
segment the data 
into categories that 
are relevant to your 
business, topic or 
research.



Analytical 
journey
4. Insight

Automated 
discovery and 
explanation.



Analytical 
journey
5. Action

Action your 
discovery reports 
and email alerts.



Analytical 
journey
1. Data
2. Search
3. Segment
4. Insight
5. Action



Search



Search



Search



Brandwatch Search



Brandwatch 
Search



Traditional Search



Brandwatch Search



Knowledge Base



Knowledge 
Base

A graph of facts 
about worlds. 
Points are the 
entities of interest, 
and lines are 
relationships 
between those 
entities.



Entity Linking

Mapping from 
phrases in text to 
our Knowledge 
Base



Entity Linking



How does the Entity Linker work?
Noun-phrase extraction Candidate 

Generation Disambiguation



How does the 
Disambiguation  
work?

By matching 
contexts.



Language Models



What is a 
Language 
Model?

It’s a bit like how 
autocomplete 
works.



Our Language 
Model

“just got off the phone with apple the next 
iphone comes with a free bump stock and a 
punisher logo sticker” 

they havent even came out with it yet. they are 
working on it right now and will make a official 
announcement soon.

thats the update from the phone repair guy.

2 weeks ago we couldnt do much but just fix it 
and the phone would still continue to do all it 
was supposed to do, but now we can change 
out things and make it better and better.



Applying LMs to entity disambiguation



Backing Out



Backing out 
of the rabbit 
hole.
Language Models 
allow us to 
disambiguate.

Disambiguation 
supports linking.

Linking is how we 
map to our 
knowledge base.



Brandwatch 
Search



Beyond Search



Automated 
Comparison



There’s still a 
long road to 
get there.

How do we build 
the knowledge 
graph?



Now You Know
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